
40 C.F.R. § 63.3165
How do I determine the emission capture system efficiency?

You must use the procedures and test methods in this section to determine capture efficiency as part of the
performance test required by §§ 63.3160 and 63.3163. For purposes of this subpart, a spray booth air seal is not
considered a natural draft opening in a PTE or a temporary total enclosure provided you demonstrate that the
direction of air movement across the interface between the spray booth air seal and the spray booth is into the
spray booth. For purposes of this subpart, a bake oven air seal is not considered a natural draft opening in a PTE
or a temporary total enclosure provided you demonstrate that the direction of air movement across the interface
between the bake oven air seal and the bake oven is into the bake oven. You may use lightweight strips of fabric or
paper, or smoke tubes to make such demonstrations as part of showing that your capture system is a PTE or
conducting a capture efficiency test using a temporary total enclosure. You cannot count air flowing from a spray
booth air seal into a spray booth as air flowing through a natural draft opening into a PTE or into a temporary
total enclosure unless you elect to treat that spray booth air seal as a natural draft opening. You cannot count air
flowing from a bake oven air seal into a bake oven as air flowing through a natural draft opening into a PTE or
into a temporary total enclosure unless you elect to treat that bake oven air seal as a natural draft opening.

(a) Assuming 100 percent capture efficiency. You may assume the capture system efficiency is 100 percent if both
of the conditions in paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section are met:

(1) The capture system meets the criteria in Method 204 of appendix M to 40 CFR part 51 for a PTE and directs
all the exhaust gases from the enclosure to an add-on control device.

(2) All coatings and thinners used in the coating operation are applied within the capture system, and coating
solvent flash-off and coating curing and drying occurs within the capture system. For example, this criterion is
not met if parts enter the open shop environment when being moved between a spray booth and a curing oven.

(b) Measuring capture efficiency. If the capture system does not meet both of the criteria in paragraphs (a)(1)
and (2) of this section, then you must use one of the five procedures described in paragraphs (c) through
(g) of this section to measure capture efficiency. The capture efficiency measurements use TVH capture
efficiency as a surrogate for organic HAP capture efficiency. For the protocols in paragraphs (c) and (d) of
this section, the capture efficiency measurement must consist of three test runs. Each test run must be at
least 3 hours duration or the length of a production run, whichever is longer, up to 8 hours. For the
purposes of this test, a production run means the time required for a single part to go from the beginning
to the end of production, which includes surface preparation activities and drying or curing time.

(c) Liquid-to-uncaptured-gas protocol using a temporary total enclosure or building enclosure.  The liquid-to-
uncaptured-gas protocol compares the mass of liquid TVH in materials used in the coating operation to the
mass of TVH emissions not captured by the emission capture system. Use a temporary total enclosure or a
building enclosure and the procedures in paragraphs (c)(1) through (6) of this section to measure emission
capture system efficiency using the liquid-to-uncaptured-gas protocol.
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(1) Either use a building enclosure or construct an enclosure around the coating operation where coatings and
thinners are applied, and all areas where emissions from these applied coatings and thinners subsequently
occur, such as flash-off, curing, and drying areas. The areas of the coating operation where capture devices
collect emissions for routing to an add-on control device, such as the entrance and exit areas of an oven or
spray booth, must also be inside the enclosure. The enclosure must meet the applicable definition of a
temporary total enclosure or building enclosure in Method 204 of appendix M to 40 CFR part 51.
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